Abstract

It was recently observed that many companies that use industrial automation, wish to improve the performance of their production due to the competitive market, implement advances methods in the production procedures. These methods, called Industrial Internet of Things, aiming at distributing and managing an information not only from the production field in advanced levels of productive procedures like the one of cloud computing but also among the systems that administer the particular method. In the present paper advanced sensors, the structure of IIoT technology used for the wireless transmission of data from the sensors to the central server, the HMI will be presented along with a detailed description of Cloud services that co-operate with the above. The objective of the research, given that it deals with modern applications in industrial functions and services, will try to answer questions arisen such as if the combination of all previously mentioned optimizes the efficiency and operation of the production and also if it is easily comprehensible from its final users. From all the above mentioned, conclusions will be recorded about the application of such methods in the production procedures, their advantages and disadvantages will be debated and simultaneously
refinements will be proposed so as to maximize further the benefits from the IIoT and Cloud co-
operation. Possible outcomes of this technology application are expected to be the efficiency
which in turn will increase the performance of the production connectivity with an easy
transmission of information at real time and eventually the reliability of the method which will
produce considerable economic benefits for the companies willing to implement it.
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